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Abstract
This paper presents an innovative structural system based on interactive work of tensioned and
bended elements equilibrating each other, made with soft materials. The structural system
implies the behavior of elastic sheet material pre-stressed by active bending, thence the
investigation is referred to almost unlearned structural field of complex bending-active
continuous flexible sheets (СBA-CFS) structures. Blind sheets of common materials used for
bending-active structures are basically hardly yield to the complex bending, nevertheless use of
particularly customized material with a high grade of elasticity doesn’t require introduction of
holes or cuts in the surface to allow the bending process. Since all of the materials used are soft,
each element of the system is unstable alone but while working together create a shell rigid
enough to bear self-weight and additional distributed loads. Principal acting elements of the
structure are: customized flexible sheet based on spacer fabric and system of tensioned
membranes which deform the spacer sheet in a desirable configuration. Given paper develops
the constructive method by research, physical and digital simulations.
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1. Introduction

Towards new materialities and soft spaces

The demand for complex customized double curved surfaces is increasing in contemporary
architectural design and construction. The complex curved shapes are attractive not only from
aesthetical point of view, but also may have an advantageous structural performance. A
structure, possessing this qualities, together with lightness of construction, being easily
assembled without molding (that is very requested for individualized designs), which has in the
same time an advanced thermal insulation properties comparing with regular tents, is of high
interest for the temporary multiple use. Moreover, for creation of smoother surfaces would be
preferred to avoid tessellation since it cause difficulties with erection and connection strategies
(Bruetting, 2017). Sufficiency of the structure owning all mentioned parameters may be reached
by developing a continuous unique structure based on specific material behavior. Concerning
the subject, this paper provides an investigation on a complex bending-active continuous
flexible sheets (СBA-CFS) which will be described as a hybrid structure with an alternative
behavior induced by its innovative structural and material concept.

This chapter provide an introduction into bending-active structures and a brief overview through
the categories of structural systems in order to define the main outlines of the designed system
and to find a proper place for СBA-CFS into the classification space. The term “bending-active”
by Knippers defines curved beam and surface structures that base their geometry on the elastic
deformation of initially straight or planar elements (2011). Another definition of bendingactive, is a wide range of structural systems that employ large deformations as a form giving
and self-stabilizing strategy (Lienhard, 2014).
A part of classification matrix elaborated by Knippers (2011) and reprocessed by Lienhard
(2014) presents different types of load bearing structures categorised according to structural
action. Although the following classification discern the bending-active structures into a distinct
category, this type may be understood instead as a strategy or an approach based on systemized
elastic deformation, rather than a distinct structural type.

Softening the environment

2. Background

In the most general view, СBA-CFS is a hybrid structure (fig. 1, structure 19) which is defined
as a result from the linkage of two parental systems of dissimilar internal load transmission into
a coupled system that presume an intentional combination of load transfer mechanisms
(Lienhard, 2014). Whereas, by its different attributes, it can be referred to the bending-active or
even vector-active structures. СBA-CFS is a bending-active planar structure because the main
acting element of it is a planar sheet of spacer fabric material (fig. 1, structure 6). In the same
time СBA-CFS is partially referred to a vector-active planar structure because the inner
structure of spaser fabric is similar with those of spatial frameworks (fig. 1, structure 9). If being
more specific the СBA-CFS is a Hybrid system based on bending-active planar flexible sheet
which has a significant thickness comparing with solid materials used for bending-active
structures and has spatial-framework-like inner geometry. The sheet is actuated by system of
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tensioned membranes or cords. In the figure 1, types of structures related to the СBA-CFS
structural system are highlighted in red. Some referent images of the СBA-CFS added on the
right, help to understand and classify the designed structure.

Figure 1: Integraton of CBA- CFS into the loadbering structural matrix elaborated by Knippers (2011)
reprocessed by Lienhard (2014). Highlighted in red - type referred to CBA- CFS structure.

СBA-CFS is a flexible structure, nevertheless some insight regarding stress distribution and
consequently form-finding process was inspired by considerations of Mark West (2016) on
buckling of the fabric soft formwork in order to obtain concrete shell. One of these
considerations is that pull-buckles in fabrics are basically formed in the direction from pullpoint to pull-point. In case of fabric hanged from four points, considering the direction of
gravity, the material buckling along the principal compression lines, while a buckle itself is
directed along the maximum tension stress-lines (figure 2, a). Ones the tensioned membrane is
reverced into compression shell, the buckling weaknesses of the fabric turn into a deep
corrugation of buckling resistance to compression. Another very useful consideration is that
push-buckles, unlike pull-buckles, has an infinity of geometric solutions, when pushing
(compressing) the sheet of fabric from both directions, but one noticeable detail is that they
always form branching y-like shapes (figure 2, c and d). On the figure 2, b it is seen that the
buckling pattern doesn't always follow continuously from one pull-point to another but
interrupts meeting the restriction of fabric behavior (West, 2016). These findings on fabric
stressed in diverse directions were taken into account while searching a form for the СBA-CFS
structure. This will be explained in the corresponding chapter.
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Figure 2: Experiments on fabric behavior under applied stress by Mark West (2016). a- a piece of fabric
hanged from four points; b- interruption in buckling pattern; c, d- branching shapes of push-buckles.

3. Innovative concept of CBA-CFS structure
In this chapter I would like to underline an innovative contribution of СBA-CFS in terms of
textile architecture, structural systems and lightweight constructions.

From structural point of view, particular difference of СBA-CFS as a Hybrid, from those known
case studies (like Hybrid Tower, 2016 and many others) is that bending action is commonly
realized by slender beams while the role of shelter in this kind of structures is usually given to
a membrane. In СBA-CFS instead, the bending agent with function of shelter is an actively
prestressed bended sheet, while separate membranes stabilize the whole structure. The Bendingactive planar structures made with regular materials always meet an issue of compromising the
thickness of the sheet to achieve required bending properties and strength. СBA-CFS solves
this problem by a particular approach to the material inner geometry. СBA-CFS uses a
continuous sheet of material without introducing additional holes to allow bending happen. It
is dealing with a complex bidirectional bending that allows creation of double curved shapes
made by a uniform piece of the material. The term “Complex bending” presumes that the planar
structural element is bent to achieve multiple buckles while the radius of curvature of this
buckles is considerably small relatively to the thickness of the element as well as to the size of
entire structure. In terms of production and installation СBA-CFS is a fully prefabricated
structure released by a kit which includes the spacer sheet with Velcro joints mapped on it and
a set of tailored membranes. The kit may be packed in a vacuum bag and be minimized in its
size. The volume of spacer fabric is easily restored after the depressurization. All the mentioned
peculiarities of the structure and its use are mainly connected to the material aspect. Particular
choice of the material derived from another industrial field gives new opportunities of its
exploration. From the other hand, reflections on tectonic of curved surface makes the author
seek an appropriate material with minimal restrictions. This two factors lead to emerging of a
specific architectural expression.

Softening the environment

The textile architecture is typically associated with structures based on tensioned membranes.
In case of СBA-CFS the structure is also based on a kind of fabric (3d spacer), moreover, all
the structural elements of the СBA-CFS are based on textile and in their disassembled state are
not stable, but when achieving their proper bending geometry, gain stability. The structure made
just with various textiles is extremely lightweight but the work of this elements differs from the
usual membranes and belongs to bending-active type rather than to the tensioned type.
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4. The material choice
The following chapter reveal the materials appropriate for designing the СBA-CFS system. For
this aim first of all it presents materials generally used for bending-active structures and
structural issues related to the material choice.
4.1. Materials for bending-active structures
Appropriate materials for the bending-active structures may be found among those traditional
like wood or those in the way of exploration like Fibre Reinforced Polymers (FRP). In general,
the request to their properties is low density and high strength combined with low bending
stiffness. The minimal bending radius is proportional to the ratio of stiffness divided by strength.
For bending-active structures, the most important variables to set into relation are Young’s
Modulus E and permissible bending stress σM,Rd. Adequate materials offer a ratio of σM,Rd /E > 2.5
[MPa]/[GPa]. This combination of properties is more important than a singular aspect of
mechanical behaviour (Lienhard, 2014). An effective way of depicting such materials for a
certain design task is developed by Ashby. He introduces design guidelines in his diagrams to
define ‘search regions’ which identify the design spaces for certain applications (Ashby, 2005).
4.2. Materials for bending-active planar structures
When dealing with planar elements instead of linear one, even more constraints are met due to
the inability of bending such material bidirectionally. This problem is often solved by dividing
the sheet of material on smaller pieces or stripes (tessellation) or introducing strategically placed
holes in order to remove the material from the most stressed areas (La Magna, 2017). This
method makes this structures similar to the linear one since the combination of stripes of the
material can be seen as a grid of linear elements with a wider section rather than like a uniform
surface. Two noticeable projects representing this type are Buckminster Fuller’s Plydome built
in 1957 and striped structure of ICD/ITKE Research Pavilion built in 2010. This kind of
structures can be seen as an intermediate step from linear to planar bending-active structures (5,
6 in figure 1). From the other hand, uniform continuous sheets with properties mentioned above
(like plywood, aluminium, bamboo, many types of GFRP etc) are suitable for creating simple
shapes bent in one direction (conic and cylindrical surfaces) but does not allow complex
bending. Another approach involving the material aspect to be mentioned is an Embedded
approach (La Magna 2017) which is dealing with an inner structure of the planar element by
introducing a map of auxetic properties and their gradient change throughout the sheet. This
method requires a very complex, highly controllable design of inner heterogeneous structure of
the material. Instead, the material for CBA-CFS structure deals with a regular structural pattern.
4.3. Materials for СBA-CFS
The material choice for the structure presented in this paper lays on reflections on above
mentioned issues. Spacer fabric as well as variable polymer foams from structural point of view
has necessary properties to face the need of temporary, easy-assembled monolithic bending-
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active lightweight structure. Spacer fabric is commonly used by other industries rather than in
architecture, but nowadays it is moving also in this field. The main application of it at is
cushioning for amortization or reinforcement in composites. But it is not considered as an
autonomous structural material for bending-active planar structures, mostly due to its actual
fabrication size. Nevertheless, if scale it up to 10-15 cm of thickness or achieve such a thickness
by combining several layers, a proper result for СBA-CFS could born (figure 3).

Softening the environment

Figure 3: a- Grades of flexibility in the materials with complex inner geometry and different ratio of void
space to solid material. The mechanical properties can be tailored to meet the specific bending geometry by
varying the fabric structural parameters; b- Structural section of made by coupling several layers; c-spacer
fabric of 2 cm able to take synclastic and anticlastic shape when bending; d-prototye of scaled up spacer.

The 3D knitted spacer fabric consists of two separate fabric layers (top and bottom surfaces)
that are connected by intermediary yarns. The top and bottom fabrics can be weft or warp knitted
fabrics with or without inlays (Ciobanu, 2011). The flexibility of it can be controlled by
thickness of the sheet, quantity of layers, density of spacer, layer pattern, thickness and material
of yarns (figure 3, a). The compression properties depend a lot on the spacer yarn type and
arrangement. Bending properties are closely related to the fabric type, structure, spacer yarn
type and density, while stretch and recovery properties mostly depend on fabric type and spacer
yarn type (Yip, 2008). This customized set of properties partially solve the problem of
bidirectional bending. And finally the high grade of flexibility allow complex geometry bending
that is used as an instrument to create a shelter with a double curvature. The inner geometry of
the spacer fabrics has structural similarities with a spatial frameworks but in different scale and
made with an alternative material. This allows to benefit from manipulating by voluminous
ultra-lightweight elements instead of slender and less resistant sheet. This difference of material
distribution in spacer fabric and in solid sheet can be compared with difference between a beam
and a truss action. The chosen material due to its inner structure and the grade of elasticity is
not rigid enough to resist any significant load within its relaxed state, and it can be easily rolled
and packed in the vacuum bag for transportation. But being bent strategically, gains stability
enough to satisfy need of a temporary shelter. The main issue concerning the work with spacer
fabrics to be faced is scaling it up (preferably) or joining together several layers.
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5. Design methodology and development of the CBA-CFS
5.1. Functioning parts of the system
The work of the СBA-CFS Hybrid system lays on interaction between bending-active initially
planar structure (so called Bended layer) and system of separate tensioned membranes (by
which the Tensioned layer is composed). Geometrically the Tensioned layer almost repeats an
initial shape conceived by the designer while the Bended layer always follows this shape in the
near proximity. For the aim simplification of the description the terms of General shape (shape
conceived by designer) and Final shape (the one build up with the Bended layer) are introduced.
Following descriptive scheme of structural elements of the system explains the geometrical
concept. Bended layer as the Final shape is drawn in blue, Tensioned layer as the General shape
drawn red. In this case (figure 4) the General shape hasn’t curvatures and presented by a
rectangular plane. The whole hybrid system built up as follows: 1- The desirable General shape
is intersected with an analytically defined (see the next chapter) Final shape; 2- Due to the
differences in the two shapes, some parts of the General shape are seen above and another under
the Final shape; 3- Outlines of this parts become the guidelines for tailoring the system of
tensioned membranes on the top and the bottom of the Final shape. The top part, the bottom
part and the Bended layer joined together, stabilize each other and the whole structure.

Figure 4: Geometrical concept of СBA-CFS Hybrid system and its functioning parts

5.2. Form-finding rules (Height, Intensity, Direction, Displacement)
The way the Bended layer is shaped coming up from the logic of stress flows, numerous
physical and digital experiments and some insight gathered from the reference material (See the
“Background” chapter, Mark West). Buckling of the Bended layer creates an additional height
to the section of the structure. Distribution of the material throughout the structure is also related
to the intensity of buckling. The proper direction of the buckles plays significant role in the
stability of the whole structure thence is decisive in the form-finding process. Stress-lines
pattern advises the direction of buckles alike with corrugation in the metal sheet which create
additional rigidity. Thus, the major factors which lead the buckles form-finding process are:1overall height of the buckled section (amplitude); 2- intensity of buckling (frequency); 3- the
direction of buckling pattern. This three factors are related to the stiffness optimization of the
structure. The curvature is tightly connected to the proper tailoring, prestress and placement of
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5.3. Design workflow and digital analysis
In order to clarify the whole logic of the design flow the “step by step” definition is given in the
following part: 1- First, the desirable General shape of the whole structure should be defined.
This example based on the simple synclastic dome-like surface; 2- It is loaded with its selfweight (some additional loads can be added dependending on the design case); 3- The produced
General shape goes under structural analysis (figure 6) to pick information about the stress
distribution and the lines of principal stresses in the loaded shell; 4- According to the
information received, a decision on the optimization and preliminary definition of the Bended
layer can be taken according to the Form-finding rules. It is seen from the diagram of stiffness

Figure 6: Digital analysis. a- Diagram of Von Mises stress; b- Diagram of principal stresses distribution; cStiffness optimization; d- Stress-line pattern; e- Distribution of material in the section of a regular shell; foptimized material distribution.

Softening the environment

Figure 5: Displacement of Tensioned layer in the direction of curvature: a- self forming curvature actuated
by displacement of Tensioned layer from the center of the section. b- photos of the section samples and
drawings; b- section and plan of cylinder shape; c- section and plan of toroid shape.

Towards new materialities and soft spaces

the Tensioned layer in relation to the center of the section (figure 5). Displacement of Tensioned
layer in the direction of desirable curvature leads to self-formation of this curvature.

optimization (figure 6 c) that the lighter areas should be more resistant (have more material
distributed, have higher section). Diagram of principal stress-lines (figure 6 d) determines the
direction of buckles, i.e. defines the buckling pattern; 5- Ones the requirements are set, we can
start to design the Bended Layer. Since the pre-stressed sheet (in its bended state) closely
follows the geometry of the General shape, can be concluded that the flat template may have a
variety of shapes from rectangular to circular one in order to form a cone/cylinder wrapping the
given dome (figure 7). In this case the ratio between external and internal perimeter of the
Bended Layer is defined by ratio between stresses in upper part of the dome and its lower part.
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Figure 7: Defining the flat sheet material outlines. P1x- upper perimeter segment, P1x- lower perimeter
segment, R1-radius of upper segment, R2-radius of lower segment.

This ratio varying the quantity of the material distributed in each part; 6- The buckles pattern
can coincide to the pattern of stress-lines or move away from it without the obvious
contradiction to the stress flows but according to the free will or necessity of the designer. It is
noticed that for better formation of overall shape, buckles can shape an interrupted branched
pattern instead of strictly following a regular continuous pattern of stress lines (figure 8). Also
the choice between the circular template or conic/rectangular one can be guided by the will to
introduce the seamless structure or introduce an entrance or another opening; 7- After defining
the template outline and buckling pattern, the whole Bended Layer is ready to be simulated with
the Particle Spring System (in Kangaroo 2) or by Marvelous Designer. The definition for the
Kangaroo simulation is written in a way that parameters R, P, X (from figure 7), and
consequently the outline of the flat material, as well as the buckling pattern can be easily
changed to meet the desirable Final shape. 8- If the shape received is adequate and satisfactory,

Figure 8: Different buckling pattern follows the main concentric direction of the stress-lines. line1- regular
pattern; line 2,3- branched pattern;
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it goes under the second round of structural analysis, after which a decision on its further
optimization can be taken (figure 9). Process of designing СBA-CFS is cyclic, and can be
significantly free, since the grade of pure optimization can vary accordingly (and should be
proportioned) to the aesthetic expression.

Towards new materialities and soft spaces

Figure 9: Shapes generated with circular piece of material and deflection diagrams for each shape
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9- After the Final shape is found, analyzed and satisfy the need by its stress distribution and
aesthetic qualities, the problem of its stabilization comes out. In a way it was described in the
part 5.1, the two layers intersecting each other. From this intersection we get the set of top and
bottom tensioned membranes (figure 10 a). The membranes should be pre-stressed according
to the direction of curvature of the Bended Layer, rather it is one direction or two (figure 10 c).
The membranes should have considerably low elasticity in order to provide better stabilizing
effect, but enough elastic to ensure a smooth tensioned surface. Due to its segmentation, the
Tensioned layer can approximately repeat any General shape either it is synclastic or anticlastic,
with high or low curvature. Segmentation is also needed to place the membrane in the center
(or close to the center) of the section since the placement of the membrane to the very top or
bottom of the section cause the decrease of stability; 10- The lines of intersection with the
General shape should be mapped on the Bended layer in order to define the two-layer
connection placement. Sets of the membranes are tailored by flattening the top and bottom
segments and modifying it considering the stretching properties of the membrane (figure 10 b);
11- When the flat piece of the Bended layer is mapped by connection lines and the set of
membranes get their shape, the set is ready for or the final digital simulation and production.

Figure 10: Tailoring the membranes

6. Fabrication of scaled prototypes
The following chapter describes the fabrication of scaled СBA-CFS models. The very first set
of models was made with flexible polyurethane foam by threading it through. Material was
buckling when pulling the threads, the same thread was passing through several buckles. This
revealed a problem of fixing the thread since the foam sheet was sliding along it (figure 11 a).
The second model was produced by joining the Bended layer to the prefabricated soft net of
hemispherical shape to control the final shape giving to it synclastic curvature. The connections
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of Tensioned net and Bended sheet were fixed and didn't slide (figure 11 b) but the Tensioned
layer in this case was displaced on the bottom of the section, that caused the decrease of
stability. Third set was made by pinning the material on the “dummy”. The challenge here was
to save the dummy shape and fix it by Tensioned layer which had to be placed close to the
center of the section. The model in the figure 11 c was fixed by threads as well, but this time
each thread was fixing just one buckle setting two borders similar to shoelaces. Both external
and internal sets of threads built up a shape similar to those of dummy but slightly extruded
outside. Here came an idea that the Tensioned layer can almost repeat the General shape and
that the denced set of threads can be replaced by membranes in order to control the tension in
both directions. The small scale models formed with membranes can be tailored by sewing two
layers of pretensioned fabric with the Bended layer in between (figure 11 d), but in bigger scale
with a material of around 15 cm of thickness the problem of connection and needs an alternative
solution. On the figure figure 11 e, f the two types of connections are presented. The linear
connections made with the Velcro are suitable for the membranes and dot connections are
adapted for the system of threads or cords. The last 1:5 model realized with two layers of spacer
fabric (2 cm each), gradually assembled by pulling threads and fixed by membranes.

Figure 11: a- First models; b - Second model with spherical tensioned net; c- Third model pinned on a
dome dummy with new system of thread placement; d- Shapes formed by the membanes; e- membrane
tension layer system- velcro tape connection. The velcro are sewn by the perimeter of a membrane. f- set of
connectors and cords for Cords-tensioned layer; g- exteriorand interiar view of 1:5 model made with spacer
fabric with overall thickness of 4 cm.

6. Results and discussion
The concept and the method of СBA-CFS system explores opportunities for development of a
wide range of shapes easy assembled, lightweight and owning a high potential for aesthetic
expression due to the innovative structural approach and application of new family of materials.
The work of the structure practically shown by numerus physical prototypes. The paper defines
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an overall method of СBA-CFS design process, describes bases of formation logic, highlights
the aspect of material application and opens a field for the further explorations.

Towards new materialities and soft spaces

The next steps of the development could be an investigation on coupling several layers of
existing material, and further quantitative structural analysis. However, investigation on
opportunities for scaling up the spacer fabric seems to the author more challenging. An
innovative approach of using scaled knitted spacer structure as a self-sufficient element in
architectural field states a question of emerging of a new customized products and machinery.
Development of an “architectural spacer fabric” is a challenge that opens a whole new sector
of architecture which deals not only with its autonomous application as a structural material but
also gives alternatives in its more traditional application as reinforcement. For instance,
concrete, polymer foams or even water impregnation (with further solidification) to build a rigid
ice shell in extremely cold climate. Other alternatives for further research can be use of cellulose
foam for the Bending Layer due to its reversible properties of hardening after drying. An
investigation on the development of particular solution for controllable hardening of cellulose
is a topic for a research in the chemistry field. Moreover, a spacer structured fabric based on
cellulose yarns can be developed for СBA-CFS application. There are numerous directions of
moving the ongoing research on СBA-CFS structures which open vast opportunities to benefit
from the emerging of a new structural type and new sector of material application.
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